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Abstract

In this work, an autonomous underwater robot prototype capable of detecting obstacles for safe navigation had 
been successfully designed and tested. It uses an efficient fuzzy-based system for controlling its movement and a 
robust image processing algorithm to process data collected by two embedded cameras. 

Keywords: Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV); Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers; Fuzzy logic; Cameras

Introduction
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) can manage their op-

eration by reliable programming of high-level controllers that make the 
device able to maneuver even under unpredicted conditions. However, 
decision-making issues should be adequately addressed for consistent 
operation, among them safe navigation through potential obstacles.

During the last few years, number of approaches have been pro-
posed to tackle this problem but they mainly suffer from relatively slow 
response when there is a real need for quick decision-making [1-4]. 

In the designed prototype (Figure 1), two cameras have been imple-
mented, one on the top and the one on the bottom, to collect data from 
the environment in order to detect obstacles. Furthermore, knowing 
that sensing in aquatic environments may result in image distortion oc-
curring by refraction of light, a robust image processing technique was 
developed to process data through Proportional-Integral-Derivative 
(PID) controllers. 

A technique combining color and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) char-
acteristics was developed to efficiently describe the target and a track-
ing algorithm built by using these features. Tests under real conditions 
demonstrated the proposed approach.

Robot Design
To safely navigate, an autonomous vehicle should be able to accu-

rately detect obstacles, make quick and appropriate decisions and select 
the suitable route to circumvent them. 

To this aim, two thrusters were integrated to rapidly modify a pre-
defined itinerary. To assure a fast response, the thruster angles can be 
easily changed to quickly provide both vertical and horizontal forces 

needed to move the prototype once a safer direction is selected. Note 
that any change in terms of angle has been made possible by the instant 
movement of an engine stopper, which consumes much less energy 
than the constant movement of a thruster.

Next, a mass shifter was included, first because of the thruster 
movement and, second, to make the maneuver possible in the direc-
tion of the pitch. The whole set can have two movement modes. In the 
first mode, thanks to the mass shifter, the body should have a constant 
horizontal movement and its movement towards vertical and horizon-
tal directions should be done through a change in the thruster angle. 
In the second mode, the thrusters should be kept fixed in a horizontal 
direction and the vertical movement should be made possible through 
a change in the body angle in the pitch direction. The first mode is used 
wherever there is little room of maneuver or to pass obstacles while the 
second mode is dedicated to preserve energy and/or change in depths. 
Note that this structure is innovative and energy-saving.

Once the issue of quick moving response solved, different sensors 
have been implemented to collect data from the device environment. A 
MPU-9250 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensor has been used [5]. 
It is composed of three sensors, i.e., an acceleration counter to measure 
the acceleration of the device, its balance and its deviation, a gyroscope 
to measure the circulation rate of the device and finally, a magnometer 
to determine the position of the device relatively to the North Pole. 

A HMC6343 compass sensor has been also incorporated to de-
termine the heading point of the robot [6]. Because the magnometer 
sensor is highly sensitive to electromagnetic noise and earth magnetic 
field intensity, its operation in submarine conditions might be not as 
accurate as expected. 

Therefore, a separate digital compass sensor was integrated to in-
crease accuracy. The selected compass sensor is tilt compensated and 
calibrated to handle magnetic distortions. It combines 3-axis magneto-
resistive sensor and 3-axis MEMS accelerometer and compute a head-
ing direction every 200 ms [6]. 

Figure 1: The robot prototype in operation.
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Target description by color-texture histogram

In describing the target, the micro-textons at the end of lines 
and corners, as flat patterns of the majority, represent the main 
characteristics of the target while, on the other hand, flat points and 
areas, as uniform patterns of the minority, are quantitative textures. In 
general, majority patterns are more important than the minority ones 
in describing the target, so we need to extract the majority patterns 
using the following formula [8].
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Patterns No. 0, 1, 7, and 8 are related to uniform patterns of the 
minority, No. 9 is related to non-uniform pattern, and No. 2 to 6 are 
related to original uniform patterns. Equation (5) classifies the minor-
ity patterns in the category of non-uniform patterns. Then, these pat-
terns are used to describe the target. Originally, it can be said that we 
initially used the (5) as a mask and then we modeled the target by using 
the color features and LBP inside this mask. Using the model provided, 
only pixels of the desired object which have been extracted by Equation 
(5) is used to describe it. In this report, these points combine the color
histogram of the image with LBP histogram and model the target. This
method eliminates the flat backgrounds very well and also remove the
noise interference effect; on the whole, this method extracts the main
features of the image.

Figure 2 shows a test example. Figure 2.3 (Left) shows the target 
area in consecutive frames and Figure 2.3 (Right) shows the result of 
equation (5) after applying the mask in which the non-black pixels rep-
resent key features of the image.

PID Controllers
The next step was to implement the controllers. PID controllers are 

commonly used to monitor the variations of physical quantities such as 
engine velocity, pressure, or temperature. 

A PID controller calculates the “error” value between the process 
output and a predefined desired set point. The purpose of the controller 
is to minimize this error by accurately setting a process control adjust-
ment. A PID is mainly composed of three parts namely, proportional, 
integral, and derivative; each of them considers the error signal e(t) as 
input while their output is summed up as:

 t

0

 
 
  
 

∫
1 deOutput(t) = K e(t)+ e(τ)dτ +Tp dT dti

(6)

and compared to the output of the system under consideration. The 
controller parameters are proportional gain Kp, integral time Ti, and 

Because it is possible to define a linear relation between water pres-
sure and water depth, the MS5803-14BA pressure sensor was used to 
measure the device depth. It is a high-resolution pressure sensor opti-
mized for depth measurement systems with a water depth resolution of 
around 1 cm [7]. 

Image Processing
Color-texture histogram

Quick tracking of objects is considered as an essential issue in im-
age processing applications and machine vision. We can be facing with 
many issues such as noise, image blocking, flicker or drastic changes in 
the background or foreground for tracking of objects in video images. 
Many algorithms have been proposed to address them. 

Mean shift is one of the most popular because of its simplicity and 
efficiency [8]. Also, the most common way to display and describe an 
object or intended target in an image is to use histograms, considered as 
a density function of the target area. This approach is relatively strong 
to describe the appearance of objects. However, using only histogram 
in mean shift can raise some issues: one of them being that the target 
location information can disappear or, if the target has an appearance 
close to background, it cannot be well recognized. Therefore, additional 
features such as gradients or edge information can be used in alongside 
the histogram to resolve this problem [8]. 

Texture patterns represent the spatial structure of an object in the 
image. They are a proper feature to identify and display a target. Image 
texture features provide more and better data against image color 
histogram. Hence, the simultaneous use of color and texture histogram 
of image can increase the capacity of tracking confidence, particularly 
in complex images. But effective use of both texture and color features 
together is still a challenge [8]. In this work, the Local Binary Patterns 
(LBP) approach was thus used mainly because it is an effective and 
efficient technique to describe the texture characteristics of image with 
high computational features and unchangeable speed with rotation. It 
has been applied in a variety of areas including image texture analysis, 
facial recognition, image segmentation, etc. More recently, LBP pattern 
has been also used to track objects [8].

Local binary patterns

Through thresholding, the neighboring pixels with central pixel, 
LBP operator allocates a number to each pixel; this operator can be 
described as [8]: where gc is the color intensity of the central pixel and 
gp the color intensity of the P neighboring pixels located within a circle 
of center gc and radius R. The function s(x) is defined as:
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where gc is the color intensity of the central pixel and gp the color 
intensity of the P neighboring pixels located within a circle of center gc 
and radius R. The function s(x) is defined as: 
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Note that a different resolution can be obtained by changing the 
parameters P and R. Another form of LBP operator is the immutable 
rotation defined as follows where the index ‘riu2’ refers to “immutable 
with rotation” :
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derivative time Td. Thus, the transfer function of a PID controller can 
be expressed as:

KiG = K + + K sc p s d
                                                                                                       (7)

with s the complex number frequency, Ki the integral term, and 
Kd the derivative term. The behavior of a PID controller can be stated 
as follows: the Kp coefficient increases the system velocity and reduces 
the steady state error (but does not make it equal to zero). Adding 
the integral term Ki makes the steady state error zero but adds high 
overshooting to the transient response. The derivative term Kd weakens 
the transient response and encloses the step response to the ideal step 
form [9-11].

Fuzzy Logic Controller
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) involve using logical rules (IF-

THEN rules) to either accept control system parameters, design, or 
change device conditions. Decision rules are combined by evaluating 
the factors considering the level at which each rule’s constraints are 
met (membership function). Therefore, the controller output will be 
a weighted combination of all rules, which are to be effective at any 
given time. Kanakakis et al. [12] applied this approach to diver-less 
submarine vehicles while their application to AUVs has been widely 

utilized [13-15]. As shown in Figure 3, a fuzzy controller is composed 
of four main parts: fuzzifier, rules base, decision-making part and 
defuzzifier. 

In summary, the input is presented to the fuzzifier, which relates 
a normalized value between 0 and 1 to the input, based on the defined 
membership functions. This value, determined according to the linguistic 
rule as if-then term, is finally defuzzified and sent to the next level.

In the proposed fuzzy logic approach, the processed image is divided 
into three horizontal sections, each of them getting a value between 0 
and 1 depending on the probability of existence of an obstacle. Then 
the image is divided into three vertical sections and the above scoring 
method is applied to these three sections as well. 

The number related to each section is equal to the ratio of the 
number of white pixels in that band to its total pixels. To prevent 
noise error in image processing, a threshold was defined as follow: 
if the above ratio is less than 2%, the related band is assumed free of 
obstacles. A sample scoring is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Then to prepare the fuzzy system inputs, let us state the band scores 
as μL (left vertical band), μM (middle vertical band), μR (right vertical 
band), μt (top horizontal band), μm (middle horizontal band), and μb 
(bottom horizontal band). Table 1 summarizes the fuzzy controller 
inputs, knowing that each of the above scores are reduced from the 
middle part score.

The fuzzy system decision is based on the score each section 
obtained compared with its corresponding middle band. Let us 
consider first the vertical bands and assume, for instance, that the term 
μL-μM is negative; the vertical middle part obtains both a higher score 
in detecting an obstacle and a higher share than the left band in terms 
of location. Therefore, the left vertical band is a better choice for the 
robot’s next movement. At the same time, the term μR-μM is calculated 
and by comparing it to the previous one, the fuzzy system makes its 
decision about the updated Yaw direction of the robot. The decision 
output will then determine the differential velocity between the left and 
right engines. The number provided by the fuzzy system is reduced 
from the average velocity of the left DC engine and added to the right 
DC engine. 

The fuzzy rules for this system are shown in Table 2. This decision 
table was set to favor direct tracks. In fact, if the vertical side bands are 
not significantly different from the middle band in terms of scoring, the 
direct track is the robot’s next decision to move. Accordingly, sudden 
and large movements in a given direction are avoided and wasting 

 
Figure 2:  Tracking windows (Left), Mask extracted by uniform patterns of LBP 
majority (Right).

Figure 3: Fuzzy logic controller block diagram.

 
Figure 4: An example of image scoring system. The original image (Top left) is 
subdivided into six sections (Top right), i.e., three vertical bands (Bottom left) 
and three horizontal bands (Bottom right).

Left/Right μL-μM

FLC Inputs μR-μM

Up/Down μt-μm

FLC Inputs μb-μm

Table 1: Input fuzzy decision system.

µR-µm
Parameters PB PS Z NS NB

µL-µM

PB Z Z Z Z P
PS Z Z Z P P
Z Z Z Z P P

NS Z N N P P
NB N N N N P

Table 2:  Fuzzy rules to decide dc motors performance decision to move the robot 
in yaw degrees of freedom (p: forward Rotation of the motors, z: off, n: backward 
rotation of the motors).
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control commands reduced. The input and output membership 
functions of the fuzzy decision system are shown in Figures 5 and 6 
respectively.

Note that the above membership functions were set after performing 
numerous tests and analyzing their performance on different images. 

Similarly, there is another fuzzy controller to consider the difference 
between horizontal upper and lower sections and the middle one; the 
logic function is similar to FLC in DC engines. After performing the 
fuzzy operation, the fuzzy system output represents the angle in which 
the servomotors should be positioned (Table 3).

Like the vertical fuzzy system, the rules of the fuzzy controller 
were designed to orientate the robot. Figure 7 shows the system input 
membership functions. It should be mentioned that multiplying the 
scoring with a fixed number (90) give a range between -90 and +90, 
and then, output angles between -60o and 60o. The output membership 

functions are shown in Figure 8. Note that the fuzzy system output for 
servomotors is Singleton. Table 4 summarizes the methods used for 
the FLC.

Note also that in performing the fuzzy decisions, we added an extra 
constraint to limit the robot maximum depth to 8 m. 

Experimental Tests
Test 1 

We first validated the robot’s ability to efficiently identify potential 
obstacles through the threshold we fixed. In fact, as shown in Figure 9, 
once the robot detected a shape, it processed the image and, as expected, 
did not recognize it as an obstacle. Therefore, the robot continues its 
optimal track determined by the compass sensor. 

Figure 5: Input membership functions for fuzzy systems of DC engines.

Figure 6: Output membership functions for fuzzy systems of DC engines.

Figure 7: Input membership functions for servo motors’ fuzzy system.

µb-µm
Parameters PB PS Z NS NB

µt-µm

PB 0° 0° 0° -20° - 60
PS 0° 0° 0° -40° -60
Z 0° 0° 0° -40° -60

NS +20° +40° +40° +40° -60
NB +60° +60° +60° +60° +60

Table 3: Input fuzzy decision system.

Figure 8: Output membership functions for servomotors’ fuzzy system.

Type Mamdani
And Method Minimum

Implication Method Minimum
Aggregation Method Maximum

Defuzzification Method Centroid

Table 4: Input fuzzy decision system.

Figure 9: Image recognition without obstacle in which the robot follows the 
direct path. 
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At t = 1s, after passing the track the robot is diverted from its track 
by a -45o disturbance. At this moment the servo motors maintain their 
previous condition (zero degree angle) the left DC motor is turned off 
and the right side DC motor leads the robot to left by bow moment to 
compensate the robot angle difference with the track. 

At t = 5s, an external undesirable force was applied to force the 
robot body to roll +30o, which means that the robot anchored left by 
30o. In this situation, the servo motors took 90o angle and the right DC 
motor with a speed determined that the coefficient of roll angle with 
robot balanced mode, a force in the vertical direction applies to the 
right side of the robot so that the robot gains its balance.

After being stabilized, the robot returned to its initial track: the 
servo motors were rotated back to the “zero angle” position and the 
DC motors started to roll with their predefined default velocity. It is 
important to note that all the above commands were automatically 
managed by the proposed PID controller (Figure 10).

Test 2 

In the second test, the robot successfully detected the obstacle 
depicted in Figure 11. It, therefore, took the decision to roll into right 
and went down with a gentle angle.

To this aim, the normal engine velocity (2000 rpm) was reduced and 
added to the right motor normal velocity, leading to the following quantities:

• Left DC motor command velocity: 2000 - (-523) = 2523 rpm.

• Right DC motor command velocity: 2000 + (-523) = 1477 rpm.

Thus, because the moment created at the left side of the robot is 
higher than the right side, the robot bended to the right side. As for the 
first test, the entire sequence loop was controlled by the PID algorithm. 

Note that after scoring, an optimal angle was determined and 
sent as command to the servomotors. In this case, a -20o correction 
was found to be adequate to balance the robot and thus, the angle of 
the stepper motor, following the opposite of the servo angle, was set 
to +20o. From that, the robot’s top went down and right to avoid the 
obstacle. The above process is described in Figures 12 and 13. 

Test 3 

In the third test, we detailed the robot process to bypass an obstacle. 
As shown in Figure 14, the robot detected an object, identified it as an 
obstacle, and took the appropriate decisions to successfully negotiate it. 

After passing this obstacle the robot reaches a proper space for 
direct movement and performs its presupposed movement. After 
a few seconds, an external disturbance causes the robot to swing 30o 
degrees to its left side, we will see the control attempt to compensate 
disturbance. Then we will have a deviation from the path at 45o degrees 
to the left that will be compensated by the motors.

In this test, until the 11th frame, the fuzzy system will set commands 
to bypass the obstacle. These decisions were made based on the 
processes values of the image.  Each row of the matrix below is the 
information of a frame.

L M R
0.5812 0.4121 0.0067
0.5809 0.4068 0.0123
0.4368 0.5491 0.0140
0.3412 0.6495 0.0093
0.3552 0.6274 0.0174
0.6241 0.3534 0.0226
0.8590 0.1319 0.0091
0.9819 0.0041 0.0140
0.9817 0.0041 0.0142
0.9133 0.0114 0.0

µ µ µ
  

L M R M
0.1692 -0.4053
0.1741 -0.3946
-0.1123 -0.5351
-0.3083 -0.6402
-0.2722 -0.6099
0.2707 -0.3308
0.7271 -0.1228
0.9778 0.0099
0.97

753
0.7436 0.0688 0.1876

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

µ −µ µ −µ

→

 

76 0.0102
0.9663 0.0206
0.9018 0.0639

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Figure 10: The engine performance in the first test.

Figure 11: Obstacle detection in the second test. The original image (Top left) 
is subdivided into six sections (Top right), i.e., three vertical bands (Bottom 
left) and three horizontal bands (Bottom right).

Figure 12: The engine performance in the second test.
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Processing

Calculate Fuzzy Inputs

µL = 0.5594
µM = 0.3890
µR = 0.0325

µb = 0.0226

µt-µm = 0.4962

Fuzzy Inference
System

µb-µm = 0.2013

µR-µM = 0.3565
µL-µM = 0.1705

µt = 0.7201
µt = 0.2239

-523 rpm

Servo Motor
Angle

Right DC Motor
Speed

Modify the Servo
and Stepper Angle

Modify the Speeds

Right DC Motor
Speed

Left DC Motor
Speed

Left DC Motor
Speed

Speed Difference of
DC Motors

-20°

-20°

2000-(+523)

Feedback

Feedback

2000-(-523)

+20°

PID
Controller
Unit Servo

Sensors
Pressure
Sensors

Encoders

The Robot

Figure 13: Diagram of the command process in test 2.

 
Figure 14: Robot performance and obstacle detection in the third test. Original images: blue background, processed images: black and white.Top set: The robot detects 
an obstacle on its way (Frames 1th to 6th), Middle set: According to the fuzzy decision, the robot turns right (Frames 7th to 12th),Third set: no more obstacle in front of the 
robot and the robot can move forwards (Frames 13th to 18th).

Calculate Fuzzy Inputs

µL = 0.5594

µM = 0.3890

µR= 0.0325

µt=0.7201

µm= 0.2239

µb = 0.0226

µL - µM = 0.1705
µR- µM = -0.3565
µt- µm = 0.4962
µb- µm= - 0.2013
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t bm
0.7754 0.2181 0.0065
0.7597 0.2284 0.0120
0.7094 0.2772 0.0134
0.6839 0.3072 0.0089
0.6366 0.3491 0.0144
0.6232 0.3595 0.0172
0.5745 0.4170 0.0085
0.5111 0.4807 0.0082
0.3713 0.6180 0.0107
0.2215 0.7394 0.0392
0.020

µµ µ
   mmt b

0.5573 -0.2116
0.5313 -0.2164
0.4321 -0.2638
0.3767 -0.2983
0.2875 -0.3347
0.2637 -0.3423
0.1576 -0.4085
0.0305 -0.4724

-0.2467 -0.6

3 0.9098 0.0699

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

µ −µµ −µ

→

 

073
-0.5179 -0.7002
-0.8894 -0.8398

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Now the fuzzy decision inputs are ready and these vectors are 
presented to the fuzzy system. The following matrix is the commands 
presented to the engines (a row is formed for each frame). 

L/RDifferenceSpeed ServoAngle StepperAngle
-533.7334 -19.6000 +19.6000
-531.5049 -19.6000 +19.6000
-560.8490 -40.6000 +40.6000
-548.6814 -40.6000 +40.6000
-575.7236 -40.6000 +40.6000
-525.6532 -40.6000 40+

  

.6000
0 -39.2000 +39.2000
0 -39.2000 +39.2000
0 -60.2000 60.2000
0 +60.2000 60.2000
0 +60.2000 60.2000

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

+
−
−

The difference between the left and the right DC motors, servo 
angle and stepper angle (mass shifter) show the columns of this matrix. 
So, the robot behavior is designed based on the recent fuzzy decisions 
until the 11th second. 

Until 13th seconds, the robot follows its track based on the 

predetermined conditions. In the 13th second the IMU sensor reports 
the change of angle of 30o degrees in roll direction, so the robot decides 
to counteract this disturbance by changing the servo angles to 90o 
degrees with increasing the DC motors torque (The torque ratio of the 
difference between angle of the robot and the horizon).

Then in the 16th second a disturbance is created in Yaw direction 
and the robot is diverted to the right side. So, the robot decides to 
counteract this disturbance by changing the servo angles to zero level 
and the right DC motor has a relative higher torque according to the 
difference between angle of the robot and the horizon. Figure 15 shows 
the results of the above process. 

Conclusion
One of the major benefits of the designed robot prototype is to 

save energy while being able to safely bypass obstacles. Indeed, with 
only two servo motors and a PID fuzzy-based controller, the system 
can provide an efficient and safe control of the robot’s movements. In 
fact, even with six degrees of freedom, the robot can be proficiently 
managed with only two motors, avoiding complex designs. 
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